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The Chairman's Column
I am sure that the very great majority of members of our Branch will have been happy to
note the satisfactory result of the postal referendum which has been carried out by the main
Association on the question as to whether the Association shall be reconstituted as a Company
limited by guarantee. Although a two-thirds majority was not necessary, one was obtained and
I feel that such a satisfactory outcome illustrates the faith that the majority of our members
have in following the lead of the Founder, Mr. Robert Aickman. Our heartiest congratulations
to him.
Steps are now being taken to register the new Company but it will be some time before
this can be done as a number of formalities are necessary in order for us to endeavour to maintain
the status of the organisation as a charitable institution. Please rest assured however that the
reconstitution of the Association is being pushed forward with the utmost vigour. Only people
intimately connected with all the work necessary can appreciate what a lengthy time it takes to
effect such a major alteration in the status of our organisation.
I look forward in the near future to a most energetic resumption by the Association's officers
and its members of our main work of fighting for the cause of the waterways.
As an example, I enjoyed a most exhilerating experience on Saturday, 26th April, at Stratford-on-Avon. A Public Meeting was organised by the Stratford Canal Society to protest against
the proposal by the local county authorities to abandon the canal. The attendance was excellent,
the town hall at Stratford being absolutely crowded and the speakers included several M.P's.
At the conclusion of the meeting a unanimous Resolution was passed supporting the Stratford Canal
`4(,(•i(•tv in their fight for the retention and re-development of this most attractive stretch of

HON. SECRETARY'S NOTES
In my notes in the last issue of the " Windlass " I gave details of the method by which your
Committee keeps its eye on what is happening on the Waterways in the Branch Area. You will
perhaps have noticed, however, that no member of the Branch Committee is directly responsible
for the Grand Union Canal and it is on a branch of that canal that the latest threat has arisen.
The Buckinghamshire County Council has recently published under the Town and Country
Planning Act of 1947 their proposals for the future development of the town of Aylesbury. As
members will know, Aylesbury is linked to the main line of the Grand Union Canal at Marsworth
by a branch canal six miles long running almost due west at the foot of the Northern slopes of
the Chilterns. The canal is comparatively heavily locked, there being 16 locks between Marsworth
and Aylesbury. The locks are of the narrow, i.e. 7ft. pattern and throughout its length the canal
passes through very pleasant country. The canal terminates in Aylesbury in a small basin and it
is flanked by a wharf and warehouses.
The canal has not been used for commercigl traffic for some years, in fact since the late
Mr. Harvey Taylor, a coal merchant, ceased carrying by water. Until I took my Motor Cruiser
"Heron" to Aylesbury during the latter part of last summer, no boat had navigated to Aylesbury
for the previous three years when a maintenance boat had made the journey.
My trip presented no particular problems until the last few hundred yards where the canal
is heavily silted due to the entry of a land drain; of course the locks are not in perfect order
and a certain number of obstacles were encountered, but it would not take a great deal of work
to put the canal back into full working order.
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The Buckinghamshire County Council plan makes three proposals that would endanger the
future of the canal. These are :—
(1) The filling up to the last 300 yards or so of the canal.
(11) The filling up of the basin.
(1I1) The conversion of the canal wharf into a car park.
It is proposed that the basin and the stretch of canal in question should, when filled in,
be incorporated with other land on either side of the canal into a public open space.
Obviously we must oppose these plans as not only are they short sighted in that they deprive
Aylesbury of a valuable amenity and means of communication, which can incidentally, become of
even greater importance as the town is rapidly expanding and a considerable amount of light
industry is being introduced, but because they are so lacking in any imagination. Of course we
do not oppose the creation of public open spaces but many towns go to considerable expense to
build ponds and lakes in such spaces ; here is Aylesbury with a stretch of water already provided
and the planning authority is trying to destroy it. Of course, there are other reasons for opposing
these plans ; perhaps the most important being that there is no point on the canal, other than the
basin, where any boat larger than a very small cruiser can turn round.
Your committee has written to the Minister of Housing and Local Government setting out
our objections to the plans and stating that we wish to give evidence at any public enquiry that
may be held.
At present your committee does not have a member living in the Aylesbury area and this
does not make it any easier for us to keep an eye on what is going on in that part of the
Branch area. If there is any Member of the Association who lives near there who would be
prepared to act as our agent in that part of the country I would be very pleased to hear from him.
C.B.G.
SECOND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE LONDON & HOME COUNTIES BRANCH
OF THE INLAND WATERWAYS ASSOCIATION.

In accordance with Rule No. 4 (d) of the Constitution of the London & Home Counties Branch
of the Inland Waterways Association notice is given that the Second Annual General Meeting of
the Branch will be held at the "Princess Louise," High Holborn, London, W.C.1, on THURSDAY
JULY 3rd, 1958, at 7.30 p.m.
AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Apologies for absence.
Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting.
Matters arising from the previous meeting.
Chairman's Report.
Treasurer's Report.

6. Election of Branch Officers and Committee
Members.
7. Appointment of Auditor.
8. Any other business.
C.B.G., Branch Honorary Secretary.

NOTES:

(a) In accordance with Rule 5a, either the Chairman, Honorary Secretary or Honorary Treasurer
retires each year in rotation. This year the Honorary Secretary, Captain C. B. Grundy, M.C.,
is due to retire having been co-opted to that office during the year. Captain Grundy is
willing to stand for re-election.
(b) In accordance with Rules 3 & 5a, one third of the remaining Members of the Committee
retires each year and this year the following Members are due to retire having been co-opted
during the year :Mr. H. A. H. Burgess, J.P.,
Mr. F. Sanders,
and the following members retire by rotation :Mr. R. Mack, M.R.C.V.S.,
Mr. J. Marriage.
All these gentlemen are willing to stand for re-election.
(c) Two further vacancies exist in the Committee making a total of six vacancies exclusive of
that for the appointment of Honorary Secretary.
(d) In accordance with Rule 5c, nominations for election to any of these vacancies must be
delivered to the Honorary Secretary in writing not less than 14 days before the date of the
meeting.
(e) Resolution put forward by Members for consideration at the Annual General Meeting must
be submitted, duly proposed and seconded, in writing to the Honorary Secretary at least fourteen
days before the meeting. (Rule 4 (d) ).
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY, JULY 3rd.

Annual General Meeting, at the " Princess Louise," Holborn, 7.30
p.m. (My sincere apologies for giving the wrong date in the last " Windlass."—Hon. Ed. ).
For full details please refer to special announcement.
SUNDAY, JULY 13th.
An Afternoon Outing—A trip on the Kennet & Avon from Reading to Burghfield
and back. Leave Highbridge Wharf, Duke Street, Reading, at 3 p.m., returning at 6.30 p.m.
Tickets exclusive of tea 5/-; inclusive of tea, 7/6. Duke Street is about ten minutes
walk from Reading Station. There are ample buses at frequent intervals. Trains :Waterloo 1.24 p.m., arrives Reading 2.40 p.m.
Paddington 1.20 p.m., arrives Reading 2.4 p.m.
Paddington 1.33 p.m., arrives Reading 2.50 p.m.
Reading 6.58 p.m., arrives Waterloo 8.15 p.m.
Reading 6.42 p.m., arrives Pad dington 7.40 p.m.
Reading 7.12 p.m., arrives Paddington 8.29 p.m.
Please apply for ticekts to Mr. R. Mack, N.B. Hawke, Common Lane, New Haw,
Weybridge.
N.B.—If travelling via S.R. please be sure to travel on the front portion of the
train as the rear portion is slipped as Ascot for Guildford.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th.
A Trip covering the entire length of the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation. The
trip will commence at about 11.30 a.m., but full details regarding trains, etc., will appear in
the next " Windlass." In the meantime please be sure to apply for tickets as accommodation is STRICTLY LIMITED. Tickets cost 12/6 for Branch Members, non-Branch
Members 15/-, and are obtainable from Mr. J. E. Marriage, Well Cottage, Mill Road,
Ingatestone, Essex.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5th.
Boat Trip by the Narrow-boat " Jason" on the Grand Union Canal. Starting from
Berkhamsted Station at 11.45 a.m. and reaching Rickmansworth at about 6 p.m. Facilities
will probably be available for members to proceed further in the Paddington direction
beyond Rickmansworth if desired on the Sunday evening.
People travelling by train should catch the 10.45 a.m. train from Euston which
reaches Berkhamsted Station at 11.37 a.m. Details of lunch and tea will be announced
later.
Tickets for the Boat Trip are 12/6d. for Branch members and 15/- for non-members
and can be obtained from Capt. L. R. Munk, Ferry House, Ferry Road, Long Ditton,
Surrey.
NOVEMBER, 1st week.
Demonstration Cruise to the Aylesbury Arm of the Grand Union Canal with public
meetings, etc., at Aylesbury. Members who would like to join in with their boats should
contact Capt. Munk at Ferry House, Ferry Road, Long Ditton, Surrey.
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FROM THE WATERWAYS AUTHORITIES.
THAMES CONSERVANCY

LUNCHEON BREAK AT LOCKS
Will you please note that the Conservators have decided that, as an experiment for this year,
a lock-keeper working on his own between Easter and mid-October will be allowed to take half
an hour luncheon break between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. each day. For most of this period Summer
Assistants are employed and, generally speaking, the locks concerned will be closed to traffic for
half an hour break each day for about ten weeks in the year.
One factor influencing the Conservators in their decision was that the boating season is
extending and, in the last year or two, it has been difficult for lock-keepers to find time to eat
their lunch owing to the continual traffic.
BRITISH TRANSPORT COMMISSION
SOUTH EASTERN DIVISION
BRITISH TRANSPORT WATERWAYS
AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY ARRANGEMENTS AND STOPPAGES 1958

BRENTFORD—THAMES LOCK ...
RIVERS LEE AND STORT :
Bow and Limehouse Locks
REGENTS SECTION

...

Open three hours at each tide.

...
...

Will be open as usual.
Will be closed Monday, August 4th, 1958,
from 6 a.m. until 7 p.m.

OPENING OF FIELDES WEIR, DOBBS WEIR AND CARTHAGENA LOCKS

Arrangements have been made for the above locks to be open for pleasure craft traffic from
the 4th May, 1958, until the 28th September, 1958.
A special charge of 10/- is payable for the return journey through these three locks, providing
the return trip is made on the same day.
Notice is hereby given that as and from Monday, 5th May, 1958, the following flights of locks
will be opened from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. on weekdays, and from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sundays :—
KNOWLE
MARSWORTH
CALCUTT
STOCKTON
HILLMORTON
STOKE BRUERNE
RADFORD
ATHERSTONE
BUCKBY
HATTON
CURDWORTH
BRAUNSTON
The following locks will be opened from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. on weekdays, and from 6 a m. to
6 p.m. on Sundays:—
CAMP HILL, GARRISON LOCKS, BIRMINGHAM.
WATFORD TOP LOCK, SOUTH LEICESTER SECTION.
FOXTON TOP LOCK, SOUTH LEICESTER SECTION.
The Northampton Arm will be closed on Sundays, but any owners of craft wishing to navigate
on a Sunday should give 24 hours notice to the Depot Superintendent, British Waterways,
Northampton Depot, Old Towcester Road, Northampton, telephone number Northampton 31448.
CHELMER & BLACKWATER

By arrangement with the Inland Waterways Association the Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation Company is permitting pleasure traffic on its waterway. This scenically attractive waterway, which runs for 13 miles from Chelmsford to Hoybridge Basin near Maldon has normally
been used for commercial barge traffic, but smaller types of pleasure craft, such as canoes and
rowing boats, are permitted to use it under licence which may be obtained through the Chelmsford
Boating Club. The conditions under which the craft are allowed on the waterway are similar to
those that apply on other waterways and are designed to ensure that no interference is caused to
commercial interests, to other water commitments and to the amenities of this beautiful area. If
necessary, in times of drought, there will be restrictions on the use of the locks.
The cost of the licences will be based on the length of the boat. Licences will be issued
only to persons who can operate the locks properly and the Chelmsford Boating Club is undertaking to satisfy the Navigation Company about this.
Permanent or temporary membership of the Chelmsford Boating Club is (from the Navigation
Company's point of view) desirable. The officials of this club will instruct boat owners in the
operation of the locks.
The existing scheme for rowing boats and canoes is unaffected.
EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

The next issue of " The Windlass " will be published at the end of August. In view of
holidays, etc., the Hon. Editor would appreciate receiving all articles, news items and "copy" for
advertisements by mid-July.
This issue has been increased in size to cover as much news as possible for the summer
season. If we can build up our membership and increase our funds there is no reason why the
" Windlass " should not be permanently enlarged.
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Back numbers of " The Windlass " with the exception of Vol. I. No. 4, are available at 1/each post free from the Hon. Editor.
Delivery of the first batch of binders for ' The Windlass " (as described in the last issue)
is expected very soon. Those requiring same should send remittance for 8/- to the Hon. Editor
(P. H. Chaplin, Meadhurst Cottage, Cadbury Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middx.). Orders will be
dealt with in rotation and in order to keep administrative costs to the minimum no acknowledgement of order will be sent unless specially requested.

Waterways of the Home Counties
10. THE GRAND UNION CANAL

This most important of the canals in the South emerged in 1929 as a result of the amalgamation of several companies, bringing the canals from Leicestetr and Birmingham to London under
one management. The system falls within the London and Home Counties area only as far north
at Wolverton, where the Buckinghamshire boundary crosses the main line of the canal some
half mile south-east of the junction with the now derelict Old Stratford and Buckingham branch.
Since an arbitrary division here would be illogical, making sense neither historically, geographically,
nor indeed commercially, it is proposed to consider the system as far as Braunston, the northern
limit of the former Grand Junction Canal, at its junction with the Oxford Canal.
The canal passes through the counties of Middlesex, Hertford, Buckingham and North.
ampton in its course of 93 miles 6 furlongs from Brentford to Braunston, the principal towns
near or through which it passes being Uxbridge, Watford, Berkhamsted, " Leighton Beaudesert,
or as it is sometimes erroneously written Leigh ton Buzzard," to quote an old writer, and Wolverton. There is a steady climb from the Thames by 57 locks over the Chilterns to the first (and
higher) summit at Tring, 393 feet above sea level. After a short summit pound the canal falls
to a height of 236 feet above sea level to Wolverton through another 24 locks. At Cosgrave the
climb to Braunston begins, a long level broken by the 7 locks at Stoke Bruerne, with a further
7 locks at Long Buckby up to the Braunston Summit, 359 feet above sea level. The canal then
falls by 6 locks to the junction with the Oxford Canal, making 102 locks in all from Brentford.
The Paddington branch, in effect another main line, diverges at Bull's Bridge and travels entirely
within the county of Middlesex, a distance of 13 miles 6 furlongs without locks, joining the
Regent's Canal on the level at Paddington. Part of this distance is, of course, now within the
administrative county of London. There are two tunnels on the main line at Braunston (2042
yards) and Blisworth (3056 yards), the former with a slight dog-leg due to inaccurate work on
the part of the contractor, the second straight. Neither has a towpath, but both will admit craft
of 14 foot beam, the main line being " broad "throughout. A third tunnel was originally proposed
at Langleybury near King's Langley and is mentioned in the earlier Grand Junction Acts, but
was found to be avoidable by a slight variation of route.
Hassell, whose book "A Tour of the Grand Junction," published in 1819, is an invaluable
source of ipformation, asserts that the originator of this scheme for a canal to the Thames was
Charles Simpson of Lichfield, but that the Marquis of Buckingham and others took over, diverting
the line to pass through their own estates. James Barnes was appointed hy the General Committee of the newly-formed company in 1793 as engineer to execute the canal. According to
Hassell he was strong-minded but very illiterate and
" like the celebrated Mr. Brindley, he made all his calculations by the strength of his
memory, and was equally at a loss to explain what he had conceived to any other person ;
and from being lowly educated he had no means of conveying to paper his designs, yet
would cast up the most intricate accounts in his head without difficulty or error."
William Jessop was appointed Chief Engineer to the company at the same time and used as a
consultant. He was not a full time servant like Barnes, but was usually called on to survey and
report on work already carried out by the latter, although the committee sometimes called for a
joint report on a particular problem.
The first public meeting to consider the building of the canal was called in 1792 in Stony
Stratford. The route by water from the industrial midlands to London still lay by way of the
Oxford Canal and the River Thames, the navigation of the latter being difficult enough to excite
vigorous complaints from its unfortunate users. Thus there existed a real need for an improved
route to London, and the prosperity which the French Wars were already bringing the manufacturers
and agriculturalists meant that the liquid capital was likely to be available for the construction of
such a route. The canal was therefore not in the speculative class and the confidence of its promoters was fully justified by its steady if unspectacular prosperity (due to high construction costs
its dividend never exceeded 13%) throughout the nineteenth century.
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Construction took some thirteen years, starting at each end in 1793. Weedon was reached
from Braunston in 1796 and the northern end of the Blisworth Tunnel a year later. In the Upper
or Southern District Two Waters (near Hemel Hempstead) was achieved by 1798, Bulbourne 1799
and the southern end of Blisworth Tunnel in 1800. The tunnel, and with it the main line of the
canal, was opened on 25th March, 1805. The main difficulty to be overcome by the engineers was
shortage of water and most other problems stemmed from this. The situation was met at the
northern end of the line by the construction of two reservoirs near Daventry to supply the Braunston summit, but the southern district presented a far more obstinate problem. The difficulty of
keeping water in the canal over the Chiltern chalk was aggravated by dry summers during the
period of construction, and this combined with water consumed by lockage down to the Ouse at
Wolverton led to restriction of traffic and therefore of earnings. This made it more difficult to
attract the capital required to meet the increasing costs of construction and major projects like
the Ouse aqueduct and Blisworth Tunnel. South of the Tring summit much time and. money
was consumed in arranging for sufficient water to be available for millers on the Bulbourne, and
Rivers Gade and Colne—the main sources of water for the canal. An obstinate landowner with
the power and position of the Duke of Northumberland, for example, could be a serious hindrance
to progress. Five reservoirs were constructed on the Tring Summit—three at Marsworth, one at
Wilstone and at Weston Turville, another at Aldenham to supply water to the mills on the Gade
and Colne, beside two, at Ruislip and Brent (The Welsh Harp) on the Paddington arm. Pumping
back by steam engine was also arranged, and side-ponds built at some locks, for instance at
Hanwell and Stoke Hammond. Complicated arrangements as to gauging and use of water were
made—a relic of which survives at Cowley Lock. Navigators of the Grand Union have doubtless
noticed here that, in addition to all the usual paddles there is one in the middle of the lock on
the western side of the canal. This empties the lock into the River Frays, an artificial tributary
of the Colne which passes under the canal at this point. Crews of craft proceeding over Tring
Summit empty the lock into the lower pound in the usual way, since they are taking their water
from the summit, but in craft stopping short of Tring, the lock is emptied into the river, since
their lockage will be drawn from the Colne higher up. Gaugers 'employed one each by the Duke
of Northumberland and the canal company were stationed here and at Cowroast to ensure that each
party had the water which was their due.
A common cause of troubles on early canals was the ineptness of the committee of management, but this particular weakness was not apparent on the Grand Junction. This is perhaps not
surprising when the members included the Duke of Bridgewater himself, whose Ashridge estates
were bordered by the canal; the Marquis of Buckingham, an experienced statesman ; the Earl
Spencer, a brilliant administrator, who, as First Lord of the Admiralty, was the first to recognise
the genius of Nelson and give it scope, and Sir George Duckett, later responsible for the cut
linking the Regents Canal with the River Lee. One wonders, however, how well the funds were
managed, for the man appointed to supervise the accounts was one Thomas Homer, probably the
same Thomas Homer who was sentenced in 1815 to 7 years transportation for embezzling the
funds of the Regents Canal Company! [See " The Windlass," Vol. II, No. 1, P. 5.]
Nevertheless, the biggest single problem was the Blisworth Tunnel. All possible difficulties
seemed to crop up—instability of the overlying strata, bad work by contractors, shortage of cash
necessitating another Act of Parliament to increase borrowing powers—until at one stage Jessop
suggested abandonment of the works already undertaken and the substitution of locks over Blisworth Hill. The need to earn revenue was considered so important that in 1799 the company
sought and obtained powers to build a railway connecting the two ends of the canal, and this
was used until the tunnel was finally completed. The Wolverton Aqueduct also gave trouble.
When capital for its completion was ultimately made available, the brick arches carrying the puddle
bed collapsed and the canal burst. A local contractor saved the situation by constructing a
wooden trough which safely carried the canal until replaced by cast iron. The completed work
saved much time and water otherwise consumed in lockage.
Barnes was not infrequently called to account for discrepancy between actual costs and
estimates and in one of his reports gives instances of price increases attributable to the war
which reveal a rate of inflation comparable witm anything experienced this century. Between 1793
and 1801, he points out, timber increased from £3-10-0 to £6-15-0 a loan and labourers' wages from
2/- to 3/6 per datf. He was more fortunate than Brindley, however, in that a whole corps of
expert civil engineers was available for consultation, Whitworth, Mylne, Rennie and Telford being
retained at various times by the company. Furthermore there had come into existence men who
were able to describe themselves as canal tunnellers by profession, no fewer than three such
tendering for the construction of the Blisworth Tunnel—although perhaps that is no memorial to
their ability. On the other hand Barnes had to deal with a strike of workmen engaged in digging
the main line at Wolverton in 1801.
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Once opened the canal was an immediate success. Buckinghamshire farmers were able to
double the prices obtained for their produce by sending it to London—a practice which William
Cobbett decried with his usual vigour—and before long traders in Oxford preferred to send their
goods to London by way of Braunston instead of using the Thames, this route proving cheaper
and quicker, albeit 40 miles further. London to Birmingham traffic travelled almost exclusively
by the Grand Junction although the Oxford comparly still prospered, partly due to the substantial
sums received by way of compensation for loss of trade and for use of their canal from Napton
to Braunston. The canal was so obviously a sound proposition that several towns near it petitioned
for a connection and engaged to raise the money to meet construction costs. Aylesbury, now
showing little interest in canals, was one of the most active, Northampton another, although in
each case, it was proposed that the link should be a railway. Branches, unfortunately narrow, were
cut here, and to connect Wendover, Buckingham and the route to Leicester. One of the few
places unsuccessful in obtaining a connection was St. Alban's, although statutory powers for it
were granted. The only other branch of any size, a broad one to Slough, was constructed much
later in 1883, one of the last to be cut in the counto, if one excludes the Manchester Ship Canal.
Other projects were considered during the years of construction of the Grand Junction. The
Wilts and Berks Canal Company suggested a connection between their canal at Abingdon and the
former at either Thame or Aylesbury ; John Holland, Barnes' assistant on the Grand Junction,
was given instructions to survey the route from Cowley to the Thames near Marlow, thence to
the Kennet at Reading ; the principal objoct of both schemes being to avoid the navigation of the
Thames.
Great commercial interest was shown in the Grand Junction from the outset. Mr. Pickford,
the carrier, was in touch with the General Committee concerning tools before the canal was open
for traffic. Another enterprising individual instituted a passenger carrying service between Paddington and Uxbridge, several prints being in existence of the craft used on this service. A
reminder of it is at Cowley Peachey in " The Paddington Packet Boat " Inn, which formerly had
entensive stabling for canal horses.
Railways so soon stole the thunder of the canals in regard to passenger carriage that it is
often forgotten what an advance the passenger packets represented — in comfort and cheapness
besides relative speed. In December 1806, for example, troops were conveyed from Paddington to
Liverpool in one week, whereas marching would have taken double that time. In 1833 experiments
were carried out on the Grand Junction with different boats and various loads in which speeds
of up to 12 m.p.h. were obtained. Railwalys sounded the knell of the packet boats, but although
tonnage rates had to be reduced to compete with them for the carriage of goods and receipts
diminished correspondingly, the annual tonnage did not drop until later in the century. In 1847
the company obtained powers to act as carriers to meet this competition, but the effort was
unsuccessful, since it ceased to carry in 18i6.
Steam traction was introduced at the end of the century. Fellows, Morton and Clayton
introduced their steam flyboat service and earlier the company had provided a tug tunnels service
to eliminate " legging." Rolt in " The Inland Waterways of England " tells a grisly story of a
steam tug emerging from Blisworth Tunnel with the crew dead of suffocation. He also gives
interesting details and photograph of the F.M. steamers. Both tug service and steam narrow
boats disappeared in the 1930's. Flyboat services, first horse, later steam and finally motor retained
trade in some commodities which they had held since the opening of the canal, but at the beginning
of the last war it was enacted that stop planks be inserted at night at certain vulnerable points,
so the services were stopped and were never resumed.
Traffic steadily declined, temporarily arrested by the introduction of motor craft, by the two
world wars and the 1929 amalgamation and development scheme already referred to, under which
the Birmingham route was made " broad " throughout.
Considering the districts through which it passes, the Wen having swallowed the entire
county of Middlesex and London daily breaders reaching out as far as Tring, the Grand Union
remains quite remarkably rural, the less attractive parts being no worse than the Thames through
Oxford, for example. The main line, is visible from the old L.N.W.R. Euston line from Watford
northwards. A closer look can be taken from on foot along the towpath and hire cruisers, hotel
boats or day trips can be used to cover all or most of the line. For boat owners the canal gives
a link with the River Lea through the Regent's Canal, to the River Nene by way of the Northampton branch, with the canals of the north-east through Leicester, to the Upper Thames via
Oxford and the Midland canal system and beyond, including the River Severn through Coventry
or Birmingham, although all but the first-named are only available to craft of up to 6ft. 9ins.
in beam. Barge traffic is fairly heavy from Paddington and Brentford (where tides must be taken
into account) but tails off northward, ceasing altogether at Berkhamsted. They may be hauled
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by diesel tugs, horses and tractors, but present no real difficulties if care is used. Pairs of narrow
boats are common throughout the system, but not in such numbers as to be nerve racking. British
Waterways are constantly carrying out a programme of embanking, piling and dredging which
will make progress as far as Berkhamstead even easier, the great pity being that they have to
stop there!
Interesting accounts of canal life in wartime, mostly on the Grand Union, are given by
Emma Smith and Susan Wolfit in their books called " Maidens Trip " and " Idle Women " respectively and other accounts of cruises have been written by Banthron, the Lloyds and Pikington,
to name a few, so that the person who prefers to do his cruising vicariously is well catered for!
The Grand Union Canal is thus in good condition, is very accessible from London, and providing extensive facilities, is well worth the effort of exploration.
D.A.R.

Canal Canoeing for Choice
By NOEL McNAUGHT
Cruising by canoe along a canal makes a wonderful holiday. Since the war, I have explored
in th:s manner such attractive waterways as the Lancaster, Shropshire Union, Brecon, and Basingstoke canals, not to mention numerous " navigations " from the Woy to the Weaver. It is hard
to decide which is my favourite, and I can truthfully say that I like canals as much as I do our
peaceful or exciting rivers.
On the nationalised canals a canoeist can choose whether to pay L2-10-0 for an annual permit
allowing the use of waterways in one particular region coming under the British Transport Commission; or he may elect to pay under Scale 2, which is a charge for mileage without using locks.
Here the fee for individual trips is 2d. per mile (minimum 2/6), the application being made on
Form CPO 865 to one of the four regional offices in Watford, Gloucester, Leeds and Liverpool .
Daily distances for a keen canal canoeist must vary a lot according to the number of locks
encountered, as a delay of ten minutes is usual at each. Gear may have to be taken out to lighten
the boat before going round a lock. On a long nearly lockless stretch 25 miles is easily possible ;
while 12 - 15 miles will be found quite enough when many locks require negotiating, as, for instance,
on the Worcester and Birmingham canal or parts of the Grand Union.
Although small inns are often handy, canoeists prefer to camp out to save expense and make
themselves independent. Ample kit goes inside a modern canoe—tent, sleeping bag, spare clothes,
pressure stove, cooking utensils, etc. Waterproof bags for clothing are recommended just in case
of a capsize, but this is really a remote possibility unless another craft causes a collision or you
carelessly let your boat tip over when climbing in or out. Inflated bags to give buoyancy should be
placed below decks, and may I say now that non-swimmers should not attempt any kind of canoeing.
Juveniles should invariably be compelled to wear lifejackets notwithstanding that the sport is
extremely safe.
In my chapter on canals in " The Canoeing Manual" I emphasise the advantages of this
kind of paddling—no exertion is necessary to go against a contrary current ; high banks don't
obstruct the scenery (as on many rivers) ; proper planning is possible beforehand without having to
try and allow for an unpredictable current ; and you travel either way equally easily. Among the
few disadvantages there are sometimes headwinds on exposed straight sections (when canoes may
have to be towed), and prolific weeds in late summer might hinder progress on infrequently used
canals.
If you contemplate taking a canoe on a canal, organise your outing so that, if you depend
on trains, you can launch fairly near a station without being faced with a long and tiresome
portage to reach the bank of the canal. If you arrive, for example, at Pontypool Road, this is
very convenient for the Brecon Canal and much hard labour is missed while the waterways climbs
up from Newport-31 locks !
This canal is well worth exploring—don't miss it. You will love these glorious views across
the green Vale of Usk as one slowly steers between tree-shaded banks up past Lianfoist, Llangattock, five locks at Llangynidr, the silent Txlybont tunnel and that great stone aqueduct straddling
the swirling waters of the River Usk. Nowhere is this Brecon Canal anything but shallow—even
canoes run aground! Occasional portages must be done at low swing bridges which cannot be
moved. Fees are payable, by the way, to Chief Docks Manager, Pierhead Buildings, Cardiff.
Many pleasant round tours may be accomplished by going up a canal and then transferring
to whichever river occupies the same valley. My next vdyage of this nature will be to ascend the
Oxford Canal and return via the Cherwell. Already I have tried the Shropshire Union Canal
"feeder" beyond Llangollen, carrying over to the Dee and conquering its tricky rapids on the
journey back. William Bliss wrote in his book " Canoeing " (no longer in print) : " You could
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leave the Thames a mile below Caversham Lock and go up the Kennet and Avon Canal to Hungerford and come back to Reading by the Kennet River: You could do it in 4 or 5 days." At present,
parts of the Kennet are private and preserved, especially in the Kintbury district, so prior permission would have to be obtained.
A few general hints may perhaps at this stage in my article prove helpful. Never leave
pour craft in the water at night or you may wake to find it has come off second best after being
bumped by a barge. Pull it on the bank, upside-down and not obstructing the towpath. Always
beware of the tow-line from a horse-drawn barge and pass such a boat on the side away from the
towpath. Remember that all commercial craft have right of way over pleasure craft and may
need to keep in the middle, due to insufficient depth at the sides : never get too close to mechanically propelled narrow-boats because of bow-waves and suction-effect, although speed limits prevent
these from being serious hazards. Naturally any canal regulations, such as the forbidding of
rubbish depositing in the water, must be obeyed.
Tunnels invariably fascinate me and I have penetrated a number including Chirk (459 yards)
and Whitehurst (191 jyards) on the Shropshire Union. Both possess towpaths. I carried a torch
to flash if another boat approached, but I need not have worried. If you do meet anything
underground, it is far better to return to the tunnel mouth and wait until the other craft has
gone by. This year I plan to explore the Greywell tunnel (now collapsed in the centre) on the
Basingstoke Canal, besides the old Saperton tunnel on the derelict Thames and Severn Canal.
I shall use an inflatable rubber canoe with ping-pong bats as paddles. And after these expeditions
I shall visit an old canal tunnel near Pulborough.
Readers of " The Windlass " will doubtless know more about summit levels than I do, but
I cannot omit to mention how delightful for canoeists these "pounds" always are. Alas, I am not
familiar with many, but the ones that I have gone along either wind through a wooded wonderland
or, raised to a respectable height, lead quietly over the hills where only solitude and beauty can
be found. It is, I think, rewarding to reach a summit level after striving to get there for hours.
Eventually, the descent begins. Maybe it is downhill by the ladder of locks at Devizes . . . what
a superb view across Wiltshire! Or it is the Leeds and Liverpool Canal along the Aire valley
dropping 90 feet at Bingley in a series of locks after that grand 18-mile summit level, one of
England's best ?
Few organised canoe rallies have been held on canals, but before the war the B.C.U. held a
run at Easter near Ruabon down part of the Shropshire Union. Individual voyages, however, are
legion. Worth quoting is the record of two youngsters who paddled 156 miles from Gloucester to
Nottingham in 11 days. At one stage on the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal they portaged
23 locks in 21 miles. More recently, an enthusiast wrote to me saying he was soon setting out
to canoe from Kendal to London by canal, 350 miles with 250 locks to negotiate!
Scottish canals should not be overlooked since they have good canoeing possibilities. I advise
spending a week on the 60-mile long Caledonian Canal. Try to cruise from Fort William to
Inverness and thus get the benefit of the prevailing S.W. wind. If no locks are used the charge
is 15/- but for this payment lock-keepers will as necessary assist to carry boats. Although 29
locks comprise the system, several are together with two big " staircases," so only ten portages
confront you. Caution is desirable on Loch Ness, very exposed. Youth Hostel accommodation
is available at several places along this particular route.
My blue-decked lightweight canoe is destined to travel over many more miles of canal in
Britain. Canoeing is far from being a strenuous form of recreation, and its enjoyment is within
the reach of most people. Both men and women derive the utmost benefit from this fascinating
and healthy pleasure. I know that I shall never regret adopting canal cruising as my choice of
weekend sport.

Water for Sale
By I. BROADHEAD
Can a nation surrounded by water and with an average rainfall of some forty inches really
be chronically short of water ? The average family for whom fresh, cheap water gushes obediently
from the tap the whole year round, will find it hard to believe.
Yet British industry on the other hand, faces a growing shortage of water as demands have
been rapidly increasing since 1938.
About one sixth of London's water supply is taken from the Lee Navigation. But recent
census figures show that in the Greater London area 13,310 households have no piped water supply.
A relic of the days when that figure was considerably greater is the old drinking fountain
which stands beside the road at Brentford where the Grand Union Canal joins the Thames.
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In 1798 the then Grand Junction Canal Company obtained powers to supply drinking water
to Paddington from its reservoirs at Kingsbury and Ruislip. For this purpose a separate company
—The Grand Junction Water Company—was formed with John Rennie as its engineer. An intake
from the Thames was constructed at Chelsea and the principal works were established at Kew
Bridge in 1835, where the East and West Cornish engines built by Boulton and Watt were erected
and kept in regular use until 1944.
In all, eight companies—Chelsea, East London, Grand Junction, Kent, Lambeth, New River,
Southwark, and. West Middlesex—were supplying water amounting to 120,000,000 gallons per day.
From an analytical report, made by Dr. Frankland, of the state of water supplied to the
metropolis during October 18i6, we learn that the amount of organic impurity in a given volume
of water, taking the Kent Company's water as unity, was :—New River 0.9 ; East London. 2.4 ;
West Middlesex 2.8; Southwark 4.5; Grand Junction 3.3; Lambeth 4.1; and Chelsea 4.2. The
Southwark Company's water was " slightly turbid from insufficient filtration and contained moving
organisms."
Increasing use of the Thames for the disposal of domestic sanitation meant that sometimes
sewers were discharging the effluent only a few yards from the intakes of the water company and
consequently the water was unfit for human consumption. The Metropolitan Water Act of 1852
decreed that all domestic water intakes as far as Teddington had to be removed by 1856. As a
result the Grand Junction Company established its works at Hampton and the premises were
taken over after the establishment of the Metropolitan Water Board in 1902.
Probably the last surviving link with the organisation is the now disused fountain bearing
the inscription:—
Pure filtered water given by
the Grand Junction Water Company.
Today, most of the water from our waterways is used by industry for cooling purposes.
The chemical industry for example takes about 820 million gallons per day and paper manufacturers
require 200 million gallons per day. The income derived from selling water could be a major factor
in preserving our system of inland waterways. For example, the cost of maintaining the Shropshire
Union Canal is about £20,000 a year and this is the sum paid annually to British Waterways for
water taken out of the Canal by the Mid-Cheshire Water Board.
Remember, cheap and plentiful water is still a part of the Englishman's birthright ; but
thirty years ago so was coal.

From the Editor's Cabin
I have just received an interesting letter from one of our members, Mr. John Hawkins, in
which he states :—" Members navigating the main line of the Grand Union Canal north of Leighton
Buzzard between July 19th and 25th will probably encounter the Narrow Boat Victoria flying the
flag of " The Ancient Men." Her passengers and crew will consist of a group of Morris dancers,
who gather together once a year, to give street performances to village audiences and who are
planning this year to tour the canalside villages of Bucks. and Northants. The spectacle of Morris
dancing may well have been commonplace in these parts during the great canal-building era. A
document of 1983 mentions a similar group " taking an annual circuit, and collecting money from
whoever would give them any." Prospective onlookers have been warned!
The inaugural trip of the regular passenger service on the Kennet & Avon, from Reading
to Burghfield took place on March 23rd. Mr. R. R. Meinertzhagen's gaily painted narrow boat
Enterprise, skippered by Mr. Jack Howard, made a colourful spectacle on such a sunny, albeit
cold, early spring day. Among the guests was the Mayor of Reading, but possibly the greatest
achievement was not in the interest shown on the actual trip, or in the newspaper reports, but
in the excellent and comparatively long film shown on the B.B.C. television news report.
It is very heartening to observe that Brit' sh Waterways are experimenting with compartment boats, or floating containers, which, so to speak, are scaled down versions of the famous Tom
Puddings of the Aire & Calder. These floating containers will take 3 to 5 tons, can easily be lifted
out of the water by a mobile crane for transport by lorry, whilst in the water they are connected
together and towed by tug in the form of a " train."
Our contributor, Noel McNaught, has just given me the following report on the activities
of a keen young canoeist from Manchester :—
" In April, Peter Woolsey, a 16-year-old schoolboy, paddled his short lightweight Tyne folding
canoe from Kendal to London. This 380-mile lone voyage, mostly by canal, only took 11 days and
cost £2-1-8 in fees to British Waterways. No fewer than 269 portages were necessary at locks!
" A year ago Peter bought his first boat and joined the Canoe Camping Club. He had been
in hospital shortly before the trip and felt none too fit. On arrival in London he told an amazing
story of how he came up against all sorts of difficulties and succeeded by sheer grit.
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" His adventures included falling into the canal, being swept down the Ribble out to sea,
wallowing in knee-deep mud, sleeping in a stale!e and a signal-box and getting lost on the canal
system in Birmingham. Ice continually formed on deck to make his canoe ,top-heavy. Very cold
weather lasted the whole time thus sleeping in the open, as he sometimes did, proved anything
but pleasant.
" Asked if he got any lifts on barges, Peter replied : ' Yes, but only to go through the
tunnels at Blisworth and Braunston : if I'd tried to canoe them, I wouldn't be here now.' In
reply to a question about his route, the young canoeist said he travelled via Garstang, Preston,
Worsley, Nantwich, Audley Junction, Birmingham, Wolverton and Berkhamstead to Brentford,
where he reached the Thames. Near London Bridge he packed up to return by train to his home
in Manchester. Peted did a radio talk before setting out and hopes to write up his experiences
for a newspaper."
The first Branch outing of the season was a great success and I have pleasure in quoting
the report given by Mr. E. R. Bindloss :" Remembering last year's dismal efforts at organising a cruise on the Medway the organisers
viewed this year's efforts with some trepidation. Then it was a cold blustery day on the Sunday
of the outing—not that it mattered because the outing had had to be cancelled at very short notice,
owing to an unfortunate collision between the boat and a buoy during the B.O.T. survey. Gloomy
foreboding of all that could happen again this year!
" Luckily fortune smiled this year instead. Sunday, 4th May, was the finest day of the year,
brilliant sun with a tempering breeze over the water and the boatman brought his boat to Strood
Pier intact and on time, and the party, 38 strong, embarked and cast off by 10.45 a.m. The tide,
which should have been a full spring tide, seemed rather disappointing and the boatman was
very nervous about the depth of water throughout. To give the tide more time to make the party
first went downstream through the commercial part of the river to within sight of the TS Arethusa
at Upnor. Lighters filled with coal or woodpulp lay alongside the wharves or waited their turn
in midstream.
" Turning upstream we soon passed Rochester Bridge to get a good view of Rochester Castle.
Above this the scenery along the river is not very inspiring—at half tide, mud banks and creeks
and tall rushes with many boats of all shapes and sizes along the banks, some derelict and the
majority in a poor state of repair and paintwork. The distant view is more pleasant however, with
wood hills on either side. This part of the river is used by the factories along its banks—we
saw a tanker going up to the depot at Aylesford, cement being loaded at Snodland, and wood pulp
being discharged at the paper mills at Aylesford.
" At Aylesford the prettier part of the river begins with the Friars on the left and ancient
Aylesford Bridge in front immediately round the bend. Work has started on the new bridge at
Aylesford which will carry the Maidstone by-pass. At Allington Lock the tidal water ends. It is a
well kept lock and a popular rendezvous for boats, with Allington Castle and the Malta Inn as
two extra attractions. From this point upwards the popularity of the river for boating was evident
all the way.
" The party disembarked briefly at Maidstone to stretch their legs and then proceeded
upstream again to East Farleigh lock. There is an ancient bridge here too, one of the finest in
the country. Time did not permit us to go more than a few yards upstream of Farleigh, and
we soon returned to Maidstone, to get a fine view of the Parish Church and the Palace as we
came downstream.
" At Maidstone the party divided, some leaving the boat for tea at the Star Hotel, others
completing the full trip by boat back to Strood Pier.
" Altogether a very pleasant outing and, we hope, a propitious opening to the summer programme for 1958."
Recently, when in the upper regions of the Thames, I had occasion to travel from Cricklade
to Cirencester ; about a mile out of Cricklade I pulled up almost alongside the old Thames-Severn
Canal with the idea of re-visiting a fine example of a T/S lock that although only a few yards
from the highway, is hidden from view by scrub and undergrowth. Much to my dismay, I found
no lock but a bulldozer levelling out It load of rubble that had once formed the nine foot thick
walls of the lockside. I understand that a Co-Operative Society, who are owners of the land, are
filling in a stretch of the old canal in order to bring more land under cultivation. As a grower
myself, I really wonder if the capital cost involved will be a remunerative investment, but perhaps
I'm feeling a bit sentimental, for whenever in the neighbourhood of Cricklade I've always made a
pilgrimage to that particular lock! By the time these notes are in the hands of the printers I
hope to be making a canoe trip from Cricklade to Lechlade, so if there is anything of interest
to report it will appear in the next " Windlass."
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Users of two-stroke engines who are not familiar with the inner workings of this type of
internal combustion engine will find " Two-Stroke Topics" and "The Two-Stroke Engine" admirable
handbooks upon the subject. They are published free by Messrs. Shell-Mex & B.P. Ltd.
Further to my note in the April issue about the new Thames Valley Countryside Annual,
I can now state that this new magazine will be on the market during July. Devoted exclusively
to the countryside around the Thames with especial reference to its source and middle reaches,
there will be articles on Thames history, its fable and folklore. The lovely old churches, and
famous buildings scattered throughout the Thames valley will be featured. Profusely illustrated,
with hundred pages of absorbing reading. Out during Juy. Price 6/-.
PETER H. CHAPLIN.

THAMES
SEVERN
CANAL

The Lock at Cricklade, October 1957

The same Site, April 1958

New of the Trade
The Boat Shop of Hampton Wick (at the foot of Kingston Bridge) is now well established and by
acquiring adjoining property they have been able to increase the extremely wide range of boat fittings.
yacht chandkry and clothing already stocked. They seem to stock everything that a boat owner requires;
if by chance you are one of those awkward types, who requires some obscure fitting, the proprietor of the
shop will cheerfully obtain it in record time.
One of the most useful tools ever produced for the handyman is the Surform file and/or plane. They
incorporate a patent blade of tempered and hardened tool steel which gives a smooth clean cut on wood,
mild steel, plastic, hardboard and other materials. Recent additions to the range are a block plane, a
convex plane and a half round file. They are made by Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd.
Adequate Fire Protection is most important, oftentimes it is desirable to carry more than one extinguisher, but owners make do with one on the grounds of expense. This excuse is no longer valid since
Messrs. south-western Marine Factors put on the market the Gwish Aerosol fire extinguisher at the modest
price of 12/11. It is of the C.T.C. type and can threw a jet up to 6 fe It. Another inexpensive extinguisher
(12/6) is the " Cyca 13." It consists of a flexible nylon bottle, which is the only material that is impervious
to the active contents, CCL4. It is operated by squeezing the bottle which forces the liquid out through
the special nozzle cap. it is non-conducting and can be used on eLctrical fires. CCL4 evaporates completely and leaves no stain, but a confined space must be well ventilated after use. Another advantage
of the nylon bottle is that the level of the contents is visible at all times.
Messrs. Tidemaater Motors have introduced two new outboard motors, one of two h.p. and the other
3i h.p. They are sturdy little motors, available in standard and de-luxe forms, with many desirable features
incorporated as standard that are usually associated with motors of a much higher price. It is hoped
that further details and/or a test report will be available for the next issue.
The very old established firm of sail and tent makers, Messrs. C. Nielson & Son Ltd., of 32, London
Street, Chertsey (also Molesey and Kingston) have issued a new catalogue of tents, camp gear and boat
fittings.
Robinson & Cleaver (156, Regent Street. W.1) are selling colourful tea-cloths depicting narrow boats,
canals and painted cans. They measure about 22in. x 32in.
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By appointment to the late King George V

John Tims & Sons
Boat Builders and Proprietors
Telephone : STAINES 9 3

STAINES

Entrance: CHERTSEY LANE

CRUISERS and LAUNCHES FOR HIRE
A Cargo of Loam for Meadhurst
Park Nursery.

MOORINGS, HOUSING and REPAIRS

For Garden and River Frontage Design,
Contruction, Planting and advice.

RIVER BANK PETROL, OIL, CALOR
GAS AND

Please write to:

T. HARRISON CHAPLIN LTD.
MEADHURST PARK NURSERY
SUNBURY-on-THAMES.

WATER FILLING STATION

FERRY YACHT STATION

"MAID" LINE
CRUISERS LTD.

THAMES DITTON, SURREY

Tel.: Emberbrook 1078 (3 lines)
(Subsidiary bases at Reading, Braunston and Stone)

The finest and largest fleet of self-drive hire cruisers on the Thames and Canals
0
Our craft cruise on the Upper Thames, Oxford, Grand Union,
Wey Navigation, Coventry, Trent & Mersey and other Canals
MODERN SELF-STARTING DIESEL & PETROL ENGINES
ELECTRIC LIGHT, SAFETY GAS INSTALLATIONS
Foam rubber mattresses.

Cas cookers with ovens.

" Kepkold " cold boxes.

Adequate Fuel Allowance

FULL DETAILS IN OUR 96-PAGE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE
Obtainable for I - post free from our head office.
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THE FINEST VALUE IN
OUTBOARD 1/117/TORS IN THE WORLD
These reliable precision-built motors
built largely of sea-resisting alloys and
stainless steels are light enough to be
portable and yet have sufficient power
to propel a 10 or 12 ft. boat at
approximately 6 knots. The watercooled, 3 port, two-stroke engines have
clo.le-grained cast iron cylinders with
detachable heads and adequate water
passages.
They are simple, sturdy and efficient.

• EASY STARTING
•

EXTREMELY QUIET

•

UNDERWATER EXHAUST

•

LOW FUEL CONSUMPTION

•

AUTOMATIC TILTING

• ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

PRICES
MODEL 50 (14 h.p.)

£30 0 0

MODEL 75 (24 h.p.)

£34 10 0

MODEL 50 De Luxe (14 h.p.) £32 10 0
MODEL 75 De Luxe (24 h.p.) £36 10 0
( Long Shaft Models £2 extra)

Full details on request.

COVENTRY APEX ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
YARDLEY STREET • COVENTRY CO,TaliffryON6S488

THE KENNET CARRYING CO.

BOATS FOR HIRE

announce
PASSENGER SERVICES ON THE

on RIVER KENNET and KENNET and

KENNET NAVIGATION

AVON CANAL
Regular Schedu:ed Trips
Dinghies, Skiffs, Canoes and Punts

READING

CANAL CRUISERS, HOUSEBOATS
AND MOTOR LAUNCH

BURGHFIELD BRIDGE
and return

Diesel Canal Boat for Freight,

PRIVATE HIRE: The luxuriously converted Motor Narrow Boat " Enterprise "
is available for bookings from Reading on
the Kennet or Thames.

to

Towing, or Party Outings.

Brochure 8d.—post free.

Please write for Brochure
(s.a.e. appreciated)

JOHN GOULD (WATERWAYS) Ltd.
NEWBURY LOCK, NEWBURY.

ENTERPRISE CRUISES
32, MINSTER STREET - READING

Phone 1548

Tel.: Reading 55670
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Side View of 1 1ft. 6in. Outboard Dinghy
OUTBOARDS, OUTBOARDS, OUTBOARDS, DINGHIES (Sailing and Outboard,
MOTORBOATS, LIGHTING AND CHARGING SETS, BATTERIES, MARINE PAINTS
AND VARNISHES, YACHT FITTINGS, LOW VOLTAGE BULBS, ETC., ETC.
Lists Free

Deposit Terms available

TIFIREIESICIUS ILIMITEID.
51a, VICTORIA PARK ROAD, HACKNEY
LONDON, E.9
Telephone: AMHerst 4947
(Outboards Stocked: SEAGULL — ANZANI — PETO — FERRIER — SEA BEE COVENTRY APEX — ASPIN — SEACHIEF — and VINCENT INBOARD ENGINES)
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